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The Gibraltar fireplace package is a two-toned casual contemporary fireplace featuring an 
interlacing burnished-walnut wood frame that breaks up the generous use of travertine – a soft, 
stone like component.  The Gibraltar features a new slim design which makes it suitable for any 
size room and its flat side craftsmanship allows baseboard trim to fit flush against the cabinet. 
The multi-layer large scale unit with large base and mantle defines an elegant profile making it 
easy to use as the focal point of a room. 

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented LED 
inner glow log set.

120 Volts / 1,000 Watts / 3,415 BTU

51 in.
129.3 cm

12 3/4 in.
32.1 cm

64 in.
162.2 cm

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM33-1240TR 

DFG3033 

DF3033ST 

Cast concrete cabinet

33" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

33” electric firebox with 
log set

127 / 57.7

60 / 27.5

60 / 27.5

781052 079632

781052 061316

781052 054271

1 yr.

5 yr.

5 yr.

54.3 x 7.5 x 67.7

37.3 x 27.6 x 13

37.3 x 27.6 x 13

138 x 19 x 172

94.6 x 70.1 x 33

94.6 x 70.1 x 33

15.9

7.7

7.7

0.45

0.22

0.22

Gibraltar Fireplace Package
Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented LED 
Dimplex flame technology creates the 
illusion of a true fire. 
 
Inner Glow Logs**
Pulsating embers glow from within the 
realistic, hand crafted logs.

Media Bed Options**
Choose inner glow logs molded from 
actual wood for incredible realism 
or a tumbled glass ember bed for a 
contemporary alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled fan-
forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Multi-function Remote 
Includes a convenient remote for flame 
speed and light controls right at your 
fingertips.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with or 
without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Economical*
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe to 
touch.

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Features

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

** Inner glow logs only available when ordered with 
GSD33-1240TR firebox

GDS33G -1240TR

Also available in logs:  
GSD33-1240TR
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